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Abstract—Placement is a critical component of today’s
physical-synthesis flow with tremendous impact on the final performance of very large scale integration (VLSI) designs. Unfortunately, it accounts for a significant portion of the overall
physical-synthesis runtime. With the complexity and the netlist
size of today’s VLSI design growing rapidly, clustering for placement can provide an attractive solution to manage affordable
placement runtimes. However, such clustering has to be carefully
devised to avoid any adverse impact on the final placement solution quality. This paper presents how to apply clustering and
unclustering strategies to an analytic top-down placer to achieve
large speedups without sacrificing (and sometimes even enhancing) the solution quality. The authors’ new bottom-up clustering
technique, called the best choice (BC), operates directly on a
circuit hypergraph and repeatedly clusters the globally best pair
of objects. Clustering score manipulation using a priority-queue
(PQ) data structure enables identification of the best pair of
objects whenever clustering is performed. To improve the runtime
of PQ-based BC clustering, the authors proposed a lazy-update
technique for faster updates of the clustering score with almost
no loss of the solution quality. A number of effective methods for
clustering score calculation, balancing cluster sizes, handling of
fixed blocks, and area-based unclustering strategy are discussed.
The effectiveness of the resulting hierarchical analytic placement
algorithm is tested on several large-scale industrial benchmarks
with mixed-size fixed blocks. Experimental results are promising.
Compared to the flat analytic placement runs, the hierarchical
mode is 2.1 times faster, on the average, with a 1.4% wire-length
improvement.
Index Terms—Clustering, physical design, placement, very
large scale integration (VLSI).

I. I NTRODUCTION

T

HE TASK of very large scale integration (VLSI) placement is to assign exact locations to various circuit components within the chip area. It typically involves optimizing a
number of objectives such as wire length, timing, and power.
The solution of placement has a significant impact on the final
performance of the design, thus being considered as one of most
critical tasks in the physical layout synthesis. However, the
placement itself is an extremely computation-intensive process,
which accounts for a significant portion of the overall physicalsynthesis runtime. With today’s multimillion component designs, one iteration of a physical-synthesis flow can easily
take a few days. This length of turnaround time represents a
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serious obstacle to the productive development cycle in today’s
competitive market. The objective of this work is to speed
up today’s placement process via an effective clustering technique, particularly on large-scale designs, with no loss of the
solution quality.
Clustering has been applied in several applications in VLSI
computer-aided design such as verification, extraction, global
routing, partitioning, and placement. Clustering is useful for
reducing the problem size so that the optimization can be run
more efficiently. Recent years have seen a continued explosion
in the size of placement problems that need to be optimized.
For example, the largest benchmark in the 1998 International
Symposium on Physical Desig (ISPD) benchmark suite [1] has
210 000 gates. On the 2005 ISPD benchmark suite [19], some
designs have 2 500 000 gates. Despite the availability of ever
improving computing resources, placing these large designs
is increasingly challenging. Modern placers must be able to
produce high-quality solutions and scale to large design sizes.
It is not unreasonable to expect a placer to be able to succeed
on designs with five million gates, and this ceiling will continue
to rise as the design complexity increases.
Despite this increasing complexity, most placers still run
flat. Capo [6] and FengShui [25] are multilevel partitioning
placement algorithms, but the entire design is still dissolved
at each cut. Hu and Marek-Sadowska [14] applied clustering
to the Capo placer and showed that runtime speedups can be
achieved with only a small degradation of the wire length.
However, they were limited to just one level of clustering
hierarchy, i.e., fine granularity clustering, to minimize potential
quality degradation. A notable exception is the approach of
Chan et al. [7], [8]. They apply significant amount of clustering
in their multilevel mPL placement flow. The clustering makes
their nonlinear optimization process practical by reducing the
size of problem. Without clustering, the runtime would be
prohibitive. Clustering has also been applied in the simulatedannealing-based placement [21]. The primary reason for the
absence of clustering in placement is that a poor clustering
and unclustering strategy could yield severe degradation in the
quality of results. Handling boundary conditions from dividing
into ever smaller bins and handling large fixed blocks can make
clustering lead to a potentially bad solution that one cannot
recover from.
This paper shows how hierarchical clustering and unclustering techniques can be integrated into CPLACE [2], which has
been used in the production of A large number of real designs.
CPLACE contains a flat analytic placement algorithm called
analytic top–down placement (ATP). The integration of hierarchical clustering and unclustering techniques within ATP results in a new enhanced multilevel global placement algorithm
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called the hierarchical ATP (hATP). We show that: 1) the hATP
leads to a large speedup for the flat global placement and
2) the solution quality is not only maintained, but often
improved. We also show how the degree of clustering and
unclustering trades off the solution quality for the runtime.
Preliminary experimental results are promising. Compared to
the flat ATP algorithm, the hATP is 2.1 times faster, on the
average, with a 1.4% wire-length improvement.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we
provide a brief overview of the flat ATP algorithm implemented
within CPLACE. Section III reviews related works on clustering in placement and the motivation for this work. Particularly,
Section III-B presents the new best choice (BC) clustering
algorithm and the lazy-update speedup technique. Section IV
discusses the overall flow of the hierarchical version of the
ATP algorithm with clustering/unclustering techniques. The
effectiveness of the proposed method is demonstrated through
extensive experiments in Section V, finally, conclusions are
presented in Section VI.
II. ATP O VERVIEW
The proposed hATP algorithm integrates clustering and unclustering within a flat quadratic placer that we call the ATP.
Hence, we begin with a review of the ATP. The ATP global
placement algorithm is similar to the method reported by
Vygen [23]. It is a top-down analytic placement algorithm with
geometric partitioning.
The objective of an analytic quadratic placement is to minimize quadratic wire lengths that can be formulated into
minimize φ(x, y ) =





wij (xi − xj )2 + (yi − yj )2 (1)

i>j

where x = [x1 , x2 , . . . , xn ] and y = [y1 , y2 , . . . , yn ] are the
coordinates of the movable cells v = [v1 , v2 , . . . , vn ] and wij is
the weight of the net connecting vi and vj . The optimal solution
is found by solving one linear system for x and one for y using
techniques such as the successive over-relaxation (SOR) or the
conjugate gradient (CG). Quadratic placement only works on a
placement with fixed objects (anchor points). Otherwise, it will
simply produce a degenerate solution where all cells are on top
of each other on a single point.
Although the solution of (1) provides a placement solution
with an optimal squared wire length, the solution will have lots
of overlapping cells. To remove overlaps, either partitioning
[18], [22], [23] or density-driven additional forces [13] can be
applied. We adopt a geometric four-way partitioning [23]. A
four-way partitioning, or quadrisection, is a function : f : V →
i ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3} where i represents an index for one of the subregions or bins B0 , B1 , B2 , B3 . The assignment of cells to bins
needs to satisfy the capacity constraint for each bin. With the
given cell locations determined by quadratic optimization, the
four-way geometric partitioning tries to minimize the weighted
total cell movements defined as



(2)
size(v) · d (xv , yv ), Bf (v)
v∈V

Fig. 1. Geometric partitioning result in flat ATP.

Fig. 2. Net splitting and its wire-length modeling.

where v is a cell, (xv , yv ) is the location of cell v from a
quadratic solution, and Bf (v) refers to one of four bins that
cell v is assigned to. The distance term d((x, y), Bi ) with
i ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3} is the Manhattan distance from coordinate (x, y)
to the nearest point to the bin Bi . The distance is weighted by
the size of cell, size(v). This minimum total distance objective
function is quite different from the traditional min-cut objective
of partitioning because, in this geometric partitioning formulation, the netlist is not considered at all. The intuition of the new
objective function is to obtain the partitioning solution with the
minimum perturbation to the previous quadratic-optimization
solution. This geometric partitioning is a nondeterministic
polynomial-time (NP)-hard problem. To find a near-optimal
solution efficiently, Vygen [23] proposes an efficient linear time
algorithm to solve a relaxed fractional minimum movement
partitioning problem. Fig. 1 shows the example of a geometric
partitioning solution.
A quadrisection allows for the definition of a placement level.
At level k, there are 4k placement subregions or bins. For each
bin, the process of quadratic optimization and the subsequent
geometric partition are repeated until each subplacement region
contains a trivial number of objects.
The ATP applies the net-splitting technique [23] during bin
refinement. It can be best explained with an example. In Fig. 2,
cells xi and xj are connected by a single net and located at the
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can improve wire lengths of placement is that new cell locations and partitioning results of outside subregions (i.e., prior
repartitioning results) are immediately reflected for the current
2 × 2 window under consideration through terminal propagation techniques.
III. C LUSTERING FOR VLSI P LACEMENT

Fig. 3. One pass of overlapping repartitioning.

lower-left and the upper-right bins, respectively. Considering
horizontal optimization, the net is split into three segments,
(xi , x1 ), (x1 , x3 ), and (x3 , xj ), where x1 and x3 are binboundary coordinates. Then, during the subregion quadratic
optimization, only (xi − x1 )2 and (x3 − xj )2 terms are optimized. Note that the term |x1 − x3 | is a constant. The netsplitting technique has several advantages: 1) A net is modeled
by a semiquadratic wire length, as opposed to a pure quadratic
wire length; 2) cells are guaranteed to be located within the bin
boundary after quadratic optimization, allowing for simultaneous quadratic optimizations for subregions; and 3) the quadratic
optimization becomes faster as the placement level increases
due to more boundary constraints. The semilinear wire-length
model, which falls between quadratic and linear wire lengths,
is beneficial because a quadratic wire-length model tends to
penalize long wires exceedingly as pointed out in [18].
Often, cells in a given bin may overlap so much that obtaining a geometric partitioning is difficult. In this case, even the
geometric partitioning algorithm needs to make arbitrary decisions to partition cells, usually leading to inferior placement
solutions. To prevent this situation, a center-of-mass constraint
is added into an original quadratic formulation [18], [23].
The idea is still to minimize quadratic wire lengths but with
the center of mass of populated cells being enforced toward the
center of the subregion. The new center-of-mass point can be
literally the center of the subregion [18] or somewhere between
the original center-of-mass point and the center of the subregion
[23]. In either case, the new quadratic-optimization solution
distributes cells better and enables geometric partitioning to
find a higher quality partitioning solution.
At each placement level, the ATP applies the local refinement
technique called repartitioning (also known as reflow). Repartitioning consists of applying an arbitrary placement algorithm
(quadratic, partitioning-driven, or even simulated annealing) on
each 2 × 2 subproblem instance in a sequential manner. Huang
and Kahng [15] introduced an overlapping window technique
(Fig. 3) that shifts a placement window one column/row at a
time, yielding an overlapping pattern. With n × n subregions,
one pass of an overlapping technique consists of (n − 1)2
repartitioning operations. In general, an overlapping technique
requires significant CPU time but produces much better placement solutions. The fundamental reason why repartitioning

Clustering is one of the most important algorithmic contributions to the hATP algorithm proposed in this paper. This
section first reviews the previous clustering techniques and a
new bottom-up clustering technique called the BC method is
presented.
Circuit clustering is an attractive solution to manage the runtime and the quality of placement results on large-scale VLSI
designs. Naturally, it has a long history of research activity
[3]–[5], [7], [9], [11], [12], [14], [16], [17], [20], and [21].
In terms of the interactions between clustering and placement, the prior study can be classified into two categories. The
first category of clustering in VLSI placement uses transient
clustering as part of the core placement algorithm [6], [24],
[25]. In these approaches, the act of clustering and unclustering
is generally part of the internal placement-algorithm iterations.
For example, in multilevel partitioning (MLP)-based placers
[16], a cluster hierarchy is first generated, followed by a sequence of partitioning and unclustering. A partitioning result of
a prior clustered netlist is projected to the next level through
unclustering, which becomes a seed for the subsequent partitioning. Typically, several partitioning attempts are executed,
thereby providing for multiple clustering and unclustering operations as part of the inner loop of the placement algorithm.
For further optimization, concepts such as V-cycling [16] have
been introduced where multiple clustering operations occur at
each level of the hierarchy.
The second category of clustering in VLSI placement involves persistent clusters. In this case, the cluster hierarchy is
generated at the beginning of a placement in order to reduce
the size of a problem. The coarsened netlist is then presented to
the placer [14]. Usually, the clustered objects will be dissolved
at or near the end of a placement process, with a “clean-up”
operation applied to the uncoarsened netlist to improve the
results. In some cases, these approaches take the opportunity
to uncluster and/or recreate clusters at strategic points in a
placement flow [9]. However, in these methods, it can be argued
that the clustering algorithm itself is not part of the core placement algorithm but rather a preprocessing step that produces
a smaller/simpler netlist structure for the placement algorithm.
For instance, in relatively time-consuming simulated-annealing
placement [21], a significant runtime speedup can be achieved
with persistent clustering.
We employ a semipersistent clustering strategy for our hierarchical placement method. Semipersistent clustering falls
into the second category. Persistent clustering offers significant
runtime improvements at the expense of the quality of the final
placement solution. This problem is particularly magnified as
more clustering operations are performed. Another problem
associated with persistent clustering is the control of physical
cluster sizes. During the placement flow, the size of clustered
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objects may be too large relative to the decision granularity,
which results in the degradation of the final placement solution
quality. Therefore, the goal of our semipersistent clustering is
to address these two deficiencies. First, we seek to generate
high-quality clustering solution so that any potential loss of the
final placement solution quality is minimized (or prevented).
Second, we take advantage of the hierarchical nature of clustering so that the clustered objects are dissolved slowly during
the placement flow. At the early stage of the placement algorithm, a global optimization process is performed on the highly
coarsened netlist while local optimization/refinement can be
executed on the almost flattened netlist at a later stage.
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Fig. 4. Bottom–up clustering.

A. Previous Studies in Clustering
We now review some of the relevant literature on clustering.
In edge coarsening (EC) [3], [16], objects are visited in a
random order, and only a set of unmatched adjacent objects
(i.e., objects that have never been visited or clustered before)
is considered for each object u. Among these objects, the one
with the largest weight is clustered to u. In EC, a hyperedge of
k pins is assigned a weight of 1/(k − 1). Karypis and Kumar
[17] modified the EC scheme and proposed the first-choice
(FC) clustering approach. In the FC approach, similar to EC,
objects are visited in a random order. But for each object u,
all objects that are adjacent to u are considered, regardless of
their matching status. Again, the object with the largest weight
is matched to u. Thus, a clustered object with multiple layers of
clustering hierarchy can be formed. To limit the cluster size,
the FC approach stops clustering when the coarsened netlist
reaches a certain threshold.
In another approach, Cong and Lim [12] transform a given
hypergraph into a graph by decomposing every k-pin hyperedge
into a clique, with an edge weight 1/(k − 1). Then, they:
1) rank edges according to a connectivity-based metric using
a priority-queue (PQ) data structure; 2) cluster two objects with
the highest ranking edge if their sizes do not exceed a certain
size limit; and 3) update the circuit netlist and the PQ structure
accordingly. We note that decomposing a hyperedge into a
clique can cause a discrepancy in edge weights once any two
objects of a k-pin hyperedge are clustered. This discrepancy
leads to incorrect edge weights as demonstrated by the following example.
Example 1: Assume that two objects v1 ∈ e and v2 ∈ e
are clustered, where e is a k-pin hyperedge. In Karypis and
Kumar’s scheme [17], the clustering score of any other objects
in e becomes 1/(k − 1 − 1); while in Cong and Lim’s scheme
[12], the clustering score stays the same with 1/(k − 1). This
edge-weight discrepancy occurs because the transformation of
a hyperedge to a clique of edges is performed only once before
clustering starts.1
Chan et al. [7] uses a connectivity-based approach similar to
that of Cong and Lim [12]. The difference is that the area of a
clustered object is included in the objective function to produce
a more balanced clustering. The inclusion of the cluster size
1 However, note that the clustered object {v , v } will have a score of
1 2
2/(k − 1) compared to other objects on the same hyperedge e [12].

Fig. 5. BC clustering algorithm.

in an objective function is originally proposed in [20]. Another
recent approach [14] proposes fine-grain clustering particularly
targeted for improving the runtime in mincut-based placement.
The approach decomposes hyperedges into cliques and uses a
connectivity-based net-weighting scheme similar to [20]. A PQ
is used to rank all the edges according to the calculated net
weights. Clustering proceeds in an iterative fashion. At each
iteration, clustering is allowed only if both target objects have
never been visited before during the same iteration. A cluster is
typically limited to a few (two to three) objects; thus, the name
fine-grain clustering.
We think that the general drawbacks of previous approaches
are as follows.
1) The hypergraph-to-clique transformation [7], [12], [14],
[21] leads to a discrepancy in edge weights and increases
the size of required PQ.
2) Pass-based clustering methods (i.e., clustering iterations)
[3], [14], [16] that disallow an object to be revisited during the same iteration lead to suboptimal choices because
an object might be prevented from getting clustered to its
best neighbor.
3) Non-PQ-based implementations [17] lead to suboptimal
clustering choices due to the lack of a global picture of
clustering sequences.
Given this brief overview of the related literature, we next
describe our clustering method, which avoids the general drawbacks of previous methods.
B. BC Bottom-Up Clustering
The general concept of the bottom-up clustering and the
BC clustering are given in Figs. 4 and 5. The key idea of the
BC clustering is to identify the globally best pair of objects
to cluster by managing a PQ data structure with the clustering score as a comparison key. PQ management naturally
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provides an ideal clustering sequence, and it is always guaranteed that the two objects with the best clustering score will
be clustered.
The degree of clustering is controlled by a target clustering
ratio α. The target number of objects is determined by the
original number of objects divided by the target clustering ratio
α. The clustering operation is simply repeated until the overall
number of objects becomes the target number of objects. For
example, a target clustering ratio of α = 10 indicates that the
clustered netlist will have one tenth of the number of objects in
the original netlist.
The challenges associated with BC clustering are as follows:
1) using an efficient and effective clustering score function,
which leads to higher quality placement solutions;
2) accurately handling hyperedges;
3) an efficient netlist and PQ data structure updating after
each clustering is performed;
4) controlling the physical size of a clustered object for a
more balanced clustering result;
5) handling fixed blocks and attached movable objects
around these fixed blocks.
These challenges will be addressed as follows.
C. BC Clustering Score Function
The weight we of a hyperedge e is defined as 1/|e|, which is
inversely proportional to the number of objects that are incident
to the hyperedge. Given two objects u and v, the clustering
score d(u, v) between u and v is defined as

we
(3)
d(u, v) =
(a(u) + a(v))
e∈E|u,v∈e

where e is a hyperedge connecting objects u and v, we is a
corresponding edge weight, and a(u) and a(v) are the areas
of u and v, respectively. The clustering score of two objects is
directly proportional to the total sum of edge weights connecting them and is inversely proportional to the sum of their areas.
Suppose Nu is the set of neighboring objects to a given object u.
We define the closest object to u, denoted c(u), as the neighbor
object with the highest clustering score to u, i.e., c(u) = v such
that d(u, v) = max{d(u, z)|z ∈ Nu }.
In order to identify the globally closest pair of objects
with the best clustering score, a PQ-based implementation is
proposed as shown in Fig. 5. The BC algorithm is composed
of two phases. In phase 1, for each object u in the netlist,
the closest object v and its associated clustering score d are
calculated. Then, the tuple (u, v, d) is inserted to the PQ with
d as a comparison key. For each object u, only one tuple with
the closest object v is inserted. This vertex-oriented PQ allows
for more efficient data-structure management than edge-based
methods. Phase 1 is a simple PQ initialization step.
In the second phase, the top tuple (u, v, d) in the PQ is
picked up (step 2), and the pair of objects (u, v) are clustered
creating a new object u (step 3). The netlist is updated (step 4),
the closest object v to the new object u and its associated
clustering score d are calculated, and a new tuple (u , v , d )
is inserted to the PQ (steps 5–6). Since clustering changes the

Fig. 6.

Clustering a pair of objects A and C.

netlist connectivity, some of previously calculated clustering
scores might become invalid. Thus, the clustering scores of the
neighbors of the new object u (equivalently all neighbors of u
and v) need to be recalculated (step 7), and the PQ is adjusted
accordingly. The following example illustrates clustering score
calculation and updating.
Example 2: Assume the input netlist with six objects
{A, B, C, D, E, F } and eight hyperedges {A, B}, {A, C},
{A, D}, {A, E}, {A, F }, {A, C}, {B, C}, and {A, C, F }
as in Fig. 6(a). The size of each object is 1. By calculating the clustering score of A to its neighbors, we find that
d(A, B) = 1/4; d(A, C) = 2/3; d(A, D) = 1/4; d(A, E) = 1/4;
and d(A, F ) = 5/12. d(A, C) has the highest score, and C
is declared as the closest object to A. Since d(A, C) is the
highest score in the PQ, A will be clustered with C and the
circuit netlist will be updated as shown in Fig. 6(b). With a
new object AC introduced, the corresponding cluster scores
will be d(AC, F ) = 1/3, d(AC, E) = 1/6, d(AC, D) = 1/6,
and d(AC, B) = 1/3.
We can summarize the main advantages of our BC clustering
methodology as follows.
1) Clustering will always be performed on the globally best
pair of objects.
2) Direct hyperedge handling, without converting hyperedges into clique or star models [12], [14], is performed.
3) Object-based PQ manipulation. The size of the PQ is
equal to the number of objects (rather than the number
of clique edges [12]) in the netlist by recording only the
closest neighbor per object, leading to more efficient PQ
management.
As will be demonstrated in Section V, the BC scheme can
produce high-quality clustering results for analytic placement.
However, the overall clustering runtime is not yet competitive to
other faster clustering algorithms such as the EC [16] or the FC
[17] approaches. To improve the runtime of the BC, we propose
to update the PQ in a lazy fashion.
D. Lazy-Update Speedup Technique for BC Clustering
Analyzing the runtime characteristic of the BC clustering
algorithm of Fig. 5 (step 7), turned out to be the most timeconsuming task. To update the score PQ after each clustering,
each neighbor object of a newly created object needs to be
visited to find its new closest object and its clustering score.
The closest object of a given target object u can only be found
by visiting all the neighbor objects of u. Therefore, updating the
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generic form of this approach will be as follows. Given a target
object u and its neighbor v, a clustering score between u and v
is defined as

we
(4)
d(u, v) =
k
e (a(u) + a(v))

Fig. 7.

Lazy-update speedup technique for BC clustering.

clustering scores after a clustering operation (step 7) typically
involves two levels of netlist exploration.
However, a statistical analysis of clustering score PQ management reveals the following facts.
1) An object in the PQ might be updated a number of times
before climbing up to the top (if ever). Effectively, all the
updates but the last one are useless since only the final
update determines the final location within the PQ.
2) In 96% of clustering score updates, a new score decreases, i.e., most of time, objects are moving downward
the PQ rather than popping up.
Motivated by these observations, we propose lazy-update
technique which delays updates of clustering scores as late
as possible, thus reducing the actual number of score-update
operations on the PQ. More specifically, a lazy update waits
until an object reaches the top of the PQ and updates the object’s
score only if necessary. The modification to the clustering phase
(phase 2) is shown in Fig. 7. In step 9 of the modified algorithm,
we mark neighbor objects without recalculating their scores
to indicate that their scores are invalid. If an object reaches
the top of PQ, we check whether it is marked or not. If it
is marked (invalid), its new closest object and its score are
recalculated and reinserted into the PQ (step 3); otherwise
(valid), it is clustered with its precalculated closest object. In
the experimental section, we demonstrate that the lazy-update
technique can dramatically reduce the clustering runtime with
almost no adverse impact on the clustering quality.

E. Cluster Size Growth Control
The presence of the area function in the denominator of (3)
provides an indirect way to automatically control the physical
sizes of clustered objects, potentially leading to more balanced
clustering results. Without such an area control, gigantic clustered objects might be formed by continually absorbing small
objects around it. In general, these gigantic clustered objects
have a detrimental influence on the quality of the placement
solution. Two classes of cluster size-control methods are discussed here: indirect control versus direct control.
1) Indirect Size Control: The cluster size is controlled automatically via a clustering score function as in (3), which is
inversely proportional to the size of the cluster object. A more

where k ≥ 1, and k can be either fixed number or it can be
dynamically adjusted by setting it to k = (a(u) + a(v))/µ ,
where µ is the average cell size multiplied by the clustering
ratio α. µ represents the expected average size of clustered
objects. Another possibility is to use the total number of pins
instead of the object area because, in general, the number of
pins in a cluster is well correlated with its cluster size.
2) Direct Size Control: The clustering algorithm can take a
more direct approach by imposing a bound constraint on the
size of clusters. Given two objects u and v, two methods are
proposed as follows.
1) Hard Bound: If the total area a(u) + a(v) ≤ k · µ, then
accept clustering, else reject it.
2) Soft Bound: If the total area a(u) + a(v) ≤ k · µ, then
accept clustering, else accept it with a probability equal
k
to 2(µ/(a(u)+a(v))) − 1, where k ≥ 1.
With the hard bound, an upper bound on the cluster size is
strictly enforced; while with the soft bound, the upper bound is
slightly relaxed, where the probability of clustering two objects
declines as the sum of areas increases. The parameter k controls
the amount of relaxation. The plot of Fig. 8 demonstrates
the probability of clustering two objects for various values
of k. The x-axis is (a(u) + a(v))/µ, and the y-axis shows
the corresponding probability of a clustering occurrence. The
hard cluster bound can be incorporated in two ways during the
calculation of the closest objects.
1) Method A: Pick the closest object among all neighbors and check if the chosen object satisfies the area
constraints.
2) Method B: Pick the closest object only from the set of
neighbor objects that satisfy the area constraints.
Basically, method A ensures to choose the object with the
highest clustering score despite that it might get rejected due
to the area constraint violation later, while method B ensures
that the chosen object meets the area constraints, despite that
its clustering score might not be the highest among neighbor
objects. In method A, if the chosen object does not satisfy
the area constraint, the clustering is aborted and these objects
are reinserted to a PQ with newly found closest objects. A
new top object from a PQ is taken for the next clustering.
Therefore, methods A and B produce different clustering sequences. A soft-bound method only makes sense with method
A. Empirically, we have found that using method A produces
better results than method B. The empirical comparison of
different methods of cluster size control will be presented
in Section V.
F. Handling Fixed Blocks During Clustering
The presence of fixed blocks in a netlist might alter how clustering is performed. We observe that sometimes, particularly
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Fig. 8. Probabilistic cluster size-control curves.

when a significant degree of clustering is performed, movable cells directly connected to fixed blocks are being clustered to objects located far away from them. This might
cause an adverse impact on timing results as well as on wire
lengths. Ideally, movable objects around fixed blocks need to
be placed around those directly connected fixed blocks after
placement, regardless of the degree of clustering performed. To
our knowledge, there has been no prior clustering work that
explicitly considers fixed blocks and their neighbor movable
objects. We have attempted the following techniques to address
this issue:
1) by ignoring all nets connected to fixed objects, since such
nets cannot be eliminated by clustering;
2) by ignoring all pins connected to fixed objects, thus
altering the weight of nets connecting movable objects
and fixed blocks;
3) by including fixed blocks during clustering, only to remove them from clusters after the clustering is over and
before the placement process starts;
4) by chaining all movable objects attached to a fixed block
by a set of additional artificial nets in order to control their
affinity to fixed blocks during placement.
However, none of the aforementioned techniques made distinguishable improvements to final placement results so far,
and none of the above techniques is used for the experimental sections. We leave this topic as future study to further
explore an effective method of handling fixed blocks during
clustering.

Fig. 9.

hATP algorithm.

placement. Steps 2–5 are the basic ATP algorithms described in
Section II. After quadratic optimization and quadrisection are
performed for each bin, an area-based selective unclustering
is performed to dissolve large clustered objects (step 6). At
the end of each placement level, a repartitioning refinement is
executed for local improvement (step 8). Steps 2–9 consist of
the main global placement algorithm. If there exist clustered
objects after the global placement, those are dissolved unconditionally (step 10) before the final legalization and detailed
placement are executed (step 11). As can be seen, the hATP
algorithm relies on three strategic components: BC clustering,
ATP global placement, and area-based selective unclustering.
Each component is briefly described next.
A. Semipersistent BC Clustering

IV. hATP ALGORITHM
In this section, we present a new global placement algorithm
based on ATP (with geometric partitioning) with hierarchical
clustering and unclustering techniques. The method is called
hATP, and the overall flow is summarized in Fig. 9. With a
given initial netlist, a coarsened netlist is generated via BC clustering, which is used as a seed for the subsequent ATP global

This preprocessing style of clustering helps reduce the overall global placement runtime by producing a smaller/simpler
netlist structure. The generated clustering hierarchy is preserved during the most global placement phase only, being
dissolved selectively based on the size of objects. Thus, it is
called semipersistent clustering. Clustering offers the advantage
of significant runtime improvements. However, in order to
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TABLE I
BENCHMARK CHARACTERISTICS

Fig. 10. Geometric partitioning result in hATP.

minimize any potential loss of (or possibly to improve) the
quality of final placement solutions, a high-quality clustering
technique is absolutely required. To provide effective runtime
and quality tradeoffs, the BC clustering algorithm, introduced
in Section III, was employed in a semipersistent context. The
degree of clustering is controlled by a user-specified parameter, clustering ratio α. Clustering is performed until the final
number of movable cells reaches the target number of objects
defined as the initial number of movable objects divided by
a clustering ratio α. Thus, a higher value of α implies more
extensive clustering.
B. Analytic Top-Down Global Placement (ATP)
With the generated clustering hierarchy, the basic ATP global
placement algorithm is applied as described in Section II.
Fig. 10 shows an example of a quadrisection result of hATP
on the same circuit with Fig. 1. For this example, the clustering
ratio α is set to 5. Note that the overall cell distribution and
the partitioning solution are very similar to that of flat ATP
(Fig. 1). This can be attributed to the high-quality BC clustering
technique.
C. Area-Based Selective Unclustering
In our semipersistent clustering scenario, the clustering hierarchy is preserved during the most global placement. However,
if the size of a clustered object is relatively large to the decision
granularity, the geometric partitioning result on this object
can affect not only the quality of global placement solution
but also the subsequent legalization due to the limited amount
of available free space. To address this issue, we employ an
adaptive area-based unclustering strategy. For each bin, the
size of each clustered object is compared to the available free
space. If the size is bigger than the predetermined percentage of

the available free space, the clustered object is dissolved. Our
empirical analysis shows that with the appropriate threshold
value (5%), most clusters can be preserved during the global
placement flow with an insignificant loss of wire length. The
area-based selective unclustering is another knob to provide
a tradeoff between the runtime and the quality of a placement
solution. More aggressive unclustering (lower threshold
value) produces better wire lengths at the cost of higher CPU
time. The detailed tradeoff results will be discussed in the
experimental section.

V. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
The hATP placement algorithm is implemented within the
industrial placement tool CPLACE [2]. To demonstrate the effectiveness of hATP, two classes of experiments are performed:
1) Clustering technique evaluation—BC versus FC within
hATP.
2) Hierarchical placement evaluation—flat ATP versus
hATP.
For all experiments, several large-scale industrial benchmarks are used, ranging from 56 000 to 1 000 000 objects.
The detailed characteristics are presented in Table I with the
following information.
1) Cells: the number of placeable (movable) objects.
2) Blocks: the number of fixed blocks, i.e., logic macros,
blocked areas, reserved areas for outside modules, etc.
3) IOs: the number of I–O ports.
4) Nets: the number of nets.
5) Density%: the overall design density, e.g., the sum of cell
area divided by the total placement area.
6) Util%: the design utilization (density) defined as the
total area of placeable cells (not including fixed blocks)
divided by the available free space [2]. Note that the
design has an abundant free space available for movable cells.
Two sets of benchmarks are used. The benchmarks with
names ending with an “L” are low-utilization designs, and
those ending with “D” have high design utilization. For all
experiments, a workstation with four Intel Xeon 2.40-GHz
CPUs, a 512-KB cache, and 6 GB of memory is used.
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Fig. 11. EC clustering score plot. Total clustering score = 5301.05. Clustering runtime = 9.23 s.

Fig. 12. FC clustering score plot. Total clustering score = 5612.83. Clustering runtime = 9.03 s.

A. BC Clustering Experiment
In this experiment, we demonstrate that the ATP algorithm
produces better placement solutions with the BC approach than
with other clustering approaches. To speed up the placement
process significantly, a rather high clustering ratio α = 10 is
used to reduce the number of objects in benchmark by an order
of magnitude. For comparison purposes, we implement two
approaches: EC [16] and FC [17].2
We first construct clustering score plots (3) for a typical
benchmark AD, as shown in Figs. 11–14. The x axis represents

2 We also tried the fine-granularity clustering proposed in [14]. However, this
method is not devised for an extensive degree of clustering such as α = 10.
Even with α = 2, we observed that the BC produces better placement solutions
than fine-granularity clustering. Thus, those results are not included here.

the sequence of clustering operations, and the y axis is the
corresponding clustering score. For example, 10 on the x axis
represents the tenth clustering operation. We also compute the
total clustering score value of each clustering method. From
the figures, the total clustering score of the EC, the FC, and the
BC are 5301, 5612, and 6671, respectively. The BC achieves
the highest total clustering score among these three methods.
With lazy-update speedup technique, we observe that the BC
clustering runtime is reduced by 50% with almost no loss in the
total clustering score—a negligible drop from 6671 to 6658—as
shown in Figs. 13 and 14.
We now investigate how different clustering algorithms can
affect the final placement results. Table II presents the final
placement wire length of the EC, the FC, and the BC clustering
algorithms on the circuits of Table I. All results are normalized
with respect to the EC. In the table, “CPU” shows clustering
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Fig. 13. BC clustering score plot. Total clustering score = 6671.53. Clustering runtime = 97.35 s.

Fig. 14. BC with lazy-update clustering score plot. Total clustering score = 6658.23. Clustering runtime = 49.84 s.

CPU times with respect to that of the EC and “WL(%)”
presents the percentage improvement in half-perimeter wire
length (HPWL) over the EC’s HPWL. We make the following
observations.
1) BC clustering dominates over other standard clustering
methods on all benchmarks with an average improvement
of 4.3% over the EC and 3.2% over the FC.
2) A lazy update significantly improves BC clustering runtime for all benchmarks with an average runtime reduction of 57% and with almost no impact to the quality of
results, only a 0.11% change in the final HPWL.
Fig. 15 shows the runtime breakdown of BC clustering on the
largest benchmark FL. From the plot, we immediately notice
that the runtime reduction with the lazy update increases as

clustering progresses, i.e., as more clusterings are performed,
the lazy update becomes more effective.
In the next experiment for clustering evaluation, we examine
how the cluster size control affects the quality of placement. We
have found that the cluster size control is particularly critical
to dense designs (AD, BD, and CD). For sparse benchmarks
(the ones ending with “L”), no distinguishable impact has
been found with different size-control methods. Three additional area-control methods are implemented and compared
to the standard area-control method with (3). In Table III,
“Automatic” refers to the method using (4) with k = 2. “Hard”
and “Soft” refer to the bounding methods of Section III-E2.
Both hard and soft bounds are executed with k = 3. All sizecontrol methods are implemented within our BC clustering
framework. The quality of the solution is measured by the final
placement wire length. We also report the maximum and the
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TABLE II
CLUSTERING RESULTS. ALL RESULTS ARE NORMALIZED WITH RESPECT TO EC

Fig. 15. Runtime breakdown of BC clustering with/without lazy update on benchmark FL.

average cluster sizes after clustering is done. From the table, we
observe that a careful control of the cluster size can improve the
placement wire length by up to 13%. The results also indicate
that a probabilistic control of cluster size, “Soft,” produces
the best results. We believe that a soft probabilistic control
occasionally provide a way to form high-quality but slightly
larger clusters, which lead to better results.
B. Hierarchical Placement Experiment
This section presents comparative results between flat (i.e.,
no clustering) and hATP runs. Figs. 16 and 17 show the normalized wire lengths and the CPU times of the hATP relative
to the flat ATP. The values are the average of six sparse
circuits ending with “L.” The degree of clustering, clustering
ratio α, varies from 1 (no clustering) to 20. Wire lengths
and CPU times are measured after global placement, not the
final placement, because: 1) The focus of this paper is the
global placement algorithm and 2) the final wire length could
be influenced by the degree of detailed placement performed.
However, a half-perimeter wire length was measured after
the legalization is performed for a fair comparison. Thus,

there exists no overlap of cells.3 From these data, we observe
the following.
1) With α ≤ 7, the hierarchical clustering actually improves
the performance ranging from 0% to 7% on circuit by
circuit and 1% on the average. The runtime speedup
ranges from 2x to 4x.
2) With 7 < α ≤ 10, virtually the same wire-length placement solutions with those of the flat ATP are achievable
in four–five times less CPU time.
3) With α ≥ 10, the wire length starts to degrade compared
to the flat ATP, but the maximum degradation is only
limited up to 5%. The runtime speedup seems to saturate
to 5–6x, even with more clustering. This is because
the legalization and the detailed placement CPU times
become a new bottleneck to the overall placement time.
Overall, the experimental results demonstrate that the appropriate amount of clustering can help to reduce the wire length
with significant CPU-time savings in the ATP algorithm. This is
3 Note that there is a strong correlation between global placement and final
wire lengths. Typically, a better global-placement wire length leads to a better
final wire length.
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TABLE III
IMPACT OF CLUSTER-SIZE CONTROL ON TOTAL HPWL FOR DENSE DESIGNS

Fig. 16. Normalized hATP placement wire length.

Fig. 17. Normalized hATP placement CPU time.

partly due to the linearization effect of clustering. Once a group
of cells is clustered together in the semipersistent clustering
flow, those cells will be placed in the same vicinity until the
unclustering happens. This reduces the gap between quadratic

and linear wire lengths, because the wire lengths among objects
in the same cluster are considered to be near zero. However, at
the same time, this is why high-quality clustering is required
up front.
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TABLE IV
COMPARISON BETWEEN FLAT (NO CLUSTERING) AND
BC + LAZY-UPDATE CLUSTERING CPLACE RUNS

clustering algorithm in a semipersistent context to accomplish
significant runtime speedup over its flat version without loss
of wire length. We also observe that an appropriate amount
of clustering actually improves the wire-length quality due to
the linearization effect of clustering. We also explored various
aspects of clustering/unclustering strategies within the analytic
placement, such as the clustering cost function and the areacontrol methods during clustering and unclustering. We believe
that an even higher quality of placement solutions is achievable
by a better handling of fixed blocks during clustering, and this
remains as a future study.
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